FLIR® FX is the most versatile and technologically advanced wireless Wi-Fi-enabled camera that allows you to always keep the things you care about in sight.

The camera’s new RapidRecap technology gives users powerful new time-saving possibilities, enabling users to quickly review a day of footage in minutes. With a wide range of applications and purpose-driven features, FLIR FX is a flexible video monitoring solution that can be continually transformed for outdoor security, home monitoring, recording in vehicle, sports recording, and more.
Key FLIR® FX Camera-Only Features and Specifications:

- Image sensor: 1/3” four-megapixel CMOS
- Resolution, frame rate: 1080p, up to 30fps
- Compression: H.264
- Wide-angle lens: 2.45mm F2.5 with 160-degree diagonal view and dewarping
- Night vision: six IR LEDs (up to 10 meters or 33-foot range)
- Wi-Fi: 2.4 GHz 802.11 b/g/n
- Personal Wi-Fi hotspot up to 150 meters (no router required)
- FLIR FX App: iOS and Android
- Buttons: Power, WiFi, Manual Recording
- LED indicators: cloud mode, direct mode, recording, charging
- Easy setup (less than five minutes)

- 8GB to 64GB microSD or microSDXC supported, class 10 or higher
- Includes microphone, speaker (two-way communication), temperature and humanity monitoring
- Battery: 1130mAh, up to two hours battery life of continuous use
- Recording file format: video (MP4), image (jpeg)
- Dimensions: 51mm x 31mm x 59mm (2.0” x 1.2” x 2.3”)
- Operating temperature 0 ~104F / 0 ~ 40C
- Weight: 0.2lb/0.08kg
- USB: microUSD for power / USB storage mode
- Power adapter: 5V / 2.0A